Introduction
A study of the literature on the static dielectric constant of ionic crystals reveals a surprising amount of discrepancy. This is unusual for a field that is over a hundred years old and is partic- capacitor. In this manner the most uniform portion of the electric field is sampled, and it turns out that homogeneity of the field can be assumed when the width of the guard electrode is larger than twice the thickness of the specimen.
The accuracy for the static dielectric constant attainable by this method is thus determined by the uncertainty associated with C, A, and d. The cap®s33an«e can be measured to within 0.01 per cent by standard procedures and this error is insignificant compared with that incurred by the length measurements. For reasonable size samples (1 inch diameter) elimination of fringing field effects and minimization of total error require that the radius of the guarded electrode be on the order of 0.25 inches and that the thickness be less than 0.1 inches. It is ex tremely difficult to measure these lengths to better than 0.1 percent.
Also, there is an additional ambiguity connected with A in that it must be ascertained from the outside diameter of the guarded electrode and the inside diameter of the guard ring. In addition to these equivo C2") calities it has recently been pointed out v •* that in certain cases electrode crystal interactions can lead to capacitance enhancement. Thus, there are ■any pitfalls associated with the measurement of e by this technique, and it is very hard to get numbers better than 0.5 percent.
The method of substitution presented in this paper requires the measurement of capacitance only, eliminating the length and geo metrical measurements. Several suggestions will be made which enable one to determine highly accurate capacitance values.
Theory
The key to the substitution method is a fixed electrode three terminal capacitance cell which can measure single phases of matter and solid-liquid or solid-gas combinations interchangeably. If the cell has a guarded electrode of area a, and gap of width 6, the following four capacitance measurements: In order to insure areal constancy for the various capacitances measured, the guard ring-guarded electrode gap was made extremely small using epoxy and 0.00025 inch mylar. This carries with it, however, a capacitance which introduces spurious currents into the detector.
This effect was eliminated by lowering the lead resistance to ground to an appropriate value.
Uncertainties related to electrode material and surface condition dependence in electrode-dielectric interfacial effects were reduced by building both aluminum and brass capacitance cells.
Concurrent usage of the two cells and two electrode configura-
tions is achieved by means of a switch designed such that stray capacitance and lead resistance were minimized.
The above modifications advanced the measuring capabilities such that the ambient conditions of the cells became the limiting factors in our results. In order to define the surroundings a baffled aluminum cell holder was constructed. This unit was then heat sunk inside an aluminum lined can, and the whole assembly enclosed in a thermostatically controlled box. In this manner temperature was held constant to better than 0.003C 0 over the periods of time in which-data was taken. Desiccant was placed in the constant temperature box during the air measurements for purposes of nominal drying. Values of e obtained in this way should then converge eliminating associated systematic effects which could conceivably be due to surface or thickness aberrations. Such a system of liquids was found to be a highly refined petroleum, olive oil, and castor oil, which have 1 khz and 300 K.dielectric constants of 2.16, 3.11, and 4.54 respectively.
On the basis of the above condition, then, this series of liquids permits an extremely thorough check of this method by measuring a crystal such as KC1 which has a static dielectric constant of 4.818 the value of which is close to that of castor oil. The KC1 measured was obtained from Optovac Incorporated, and the CaF-, SrF 2 ,'and BaF~ were obtained from The Harshaw Chemical Company in the form of one inch diameter optical crystal blanks with a. thickness of about 0.1 inches.
The thickness was reduced to about 0.060 inches and the surfaces polished by means of a planetary lapping machine using oil based compounds only in order to avoid water contamination. The samplesobtained from Harshaw are rated as infra-red quality.
The procedure, then, was to measure the capacitance combinations given in the "Theory" using both aluminum and brass capacitance cells in both normal and reversed electrode configurations, and with the sample in two configurations, the second rotated 180 about a horizontal axis in the plane of the sample. The data from the two configurations are averaged.
Results and Discussion
Typical results for the dielectric constant at 1 khz and 300 K are listed in Table 1 These particular samples were purchased three years apart. This same sort of agreement is found to hold for various grades of surface finish.
As a test of possible water absorption from the liquids, the KC1 sample was allowed to sit in the castor oil for a period of seven days. The loss changed less than 5 ppm and the dielectric constant increased one part in fifty thousand. The raw data for the measurement on -10-KC1 in air and in castor oil are listed in Table 2 . From these widely different numbers one calculates four values for the dielectric constant which agree to better than two parts in five hundred thousand.
A program is in progress in our laboratory to determine the dielectric constant of the alkaline earth fluorides and the alkali halides as a function of pressure over the temperature interval of 4.2 K to 300 K. The results of these measurements will be forthcoming shortly. 
